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Figure 1: Our method enables a fast computation of global illumination in the BistroExterior Scene, with extra 0.34 ms.

Abstract

Global Illumination (GI) plays a crucial role in rendering realistic results for video game production. Computing indirect
illumination is costly due to the complex light transport. Existing real-time GI approaches in video games typically require
heavy precomputation that imposes a significant burden on production, and limits the range of lighting conditions achievable
at run-time. Recently, raytracing based approaches avoid the expensive precomputation and support dynamic light sources
and geometries. However, they are still expensive at run-time. In this paper, we propose a lightweight global illumination
computation approach, which is much more efficient than raytracing based approaches. We derive a progressive spherical
harmonics projection model to update light probes efficiently at run time by spreading the calculation over multiple frames. We
demonstrate screen space global illumination (SSGI) in this framework by updating the probes using radiance samples from the
frame buffer. This allows dynamic changes in scene and lighting and progressively accumulate multiple bounces of indirect light.
Finally, we demonstrate our method can also be used for direct illumination for area lights or environment maps, via injecting
direct light sources into the probes. Compared to existing approaches, our method is suitable for device with low-performance.
Since our method inherits the drawbacks of screen space approaches, our method assumes adequate direct illumination in the
screens.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Rendering;

† Beibei Wang and Huw Bowles contribute equally.

1. Introduction

Global illumination enhances the realism significantly in real-time
rendering applications, however, it’s computational costly even for
diffuse surfaces, due to the complex light transport. In this paper,
we focus on diffuse GI only and propose a lightweight GI approach.
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For this reason, the predominant methods for achieving realistic
lighting are to either use a set of probes [GSHG98] in the world
that sample the illumination, or to bake the incident irradiance on
surfaces of the scene into lightmaps. These approaches are efficient
and yield high quality results, but are so time-consuming that a sig-
nificant portion of development budget must be invested in main-
taining the precomputed data. This slows down iteration and ham-
pers the creative process. These methods also impose constraints on
the dynamic changes to the scene geometry, materials, and lighting
conditions, which must remain close to what was used at baking
time.

To overcome these challenges, a number of directions have been
explored to compute GI at run-time instead of baking it offline. Ma-
jercik et al. [MGNM19] proposed a dynamic solution for diffuse
global illumination (DDGI). They represent the light field with ir-
radiance probes and update both the irradiance and visibility with
ray tracing at run-time. Their method allows geometry and light-
ing changes at run-time and is able to produce high quality images.
However, this method relies heavily on ray tracing, which makes it
prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, their probes use an octahe-
dral representation, which is less compact than SH representations,
especially when there are large number of probes in the scene.

To solve these issues, we propose a lightweight dynamic diffuse
global illumination based on irradiance probes. We first derive a
progressive projection model to update spherical harmonic (SH)
representations, which enables the dynamic changing of targeting
functions. Then we introduce the progressive SH projection model
for light probes, and update the irradiance of light probes by accu-
mulating lighting from screen space buffers, which is much cheaper
than raytracing. As a result, our method is able to produce diffuse
GI with much less rendering cost, compared to DDGI. We also ap-
ply our method for directing illumination (DI) computation of area
light sources and environment maps, by injecting the lighting into
the probes. Thanks to the high performance and lightweight imple-
mentation, our method has been used in a mobile game.

To summarize, our main contributions include:

• an improved SH projection model which allows the per-light
probe irradiance distribution function to be updated progres-
sively,

• a dynamic light probes method, using screen-space buffers to
compute multi-bounce lighting, and

• a simple solution for direct lighting of area light sources and
environment maps.

2. Previous Work

In this section, we first review the light probes based real-time
global illumination approaches and then briefly review the other
real-time GI approaches.

2.1. Light probe based approaches.

The irradiance volume [GSHG98, NPG05] subdivides scenes into
discretized points and precomputes the irradiance distribution func-
tion at these points, called light probes. During the run-time,

these light probes are interpolated across shading points to com-
pute the indirect illumination of static objects or moving objects.
Spherical harmonics (SH) is suitable to represent low frequency
effects [RH01]. The irradiance volume can provide convincing
global illumination with low cost, so it’s widely used in games
[Tat05], [HHE11].

The placement of light probes can be regular or irregu-
lar [Tat05]. A more advanced probe placement method was pro-
posed by Wang et al. [WKKN19]. The regular three-dimensional
grid allows automatic interpolation at the cost of extra storage cost.
An irregular probe placement requires less storage, but also re-
quires manual interpolation, thereby forfeiting hardware acceler-
ation. Silvennoinen et al. [SL17] proposed to place sparse radi-
ance probes in the scene and reconstruct the incident radiance field
from them. Furthermore, gradients [AKDS04] along the three di-
mensions of the irradiance can be used for interpolation, for higher
quality. In our paper, we use a cascaded grids for the probe place-
ment, similar to Halen et al. [HBHB21] which requires less storage
cost for open scenes.

Several later works further improved upon irradiance volumes.
Kontkanen et al. [KL06] proposed a new sampling strategy for
precomputation stage to reduce aliasing caused by the low res-
olution of the grid. Vendler [Ven07] introduced a dynamic solu-
tion by transferring from volume to volume between frames to
solve dynamic lighting and scenes. Jendersie et al [JKG16] pro-
posed a hybrid method for multiple bounce indirect illumination
that combines hierarchical radiosity and (ir)radiance volumes under
dynamic lighting conditions. The main difference between these
works and ours is that we use the screen frame buffer to update the
volumes instead of an extra structure. The screen space data, e.g.
GBuffer and radiance buffer, is obtained almost for free.

Glossy GI. Silvennoinen and Timonen [ST15] introduced re-
flection probes to simulate glossy reflections and they also ex-
tended global illumination volumes to store reflection probe visi-
bility. Manson and Sloan [MS16] proposed a fast filter method for
glossy lobes. Rodriguez et al. [RLP∗20] introduced an approach for
handling complex light paths with multiple glossy interactions, but
it cannot be used in real-time rendering. Our work targets at diffuse
GI, and leave glossy reflection for the future work.

Light leaking is a problem for all these probe methods, which
is caused by interpolation of probes across occluders. This issue
is alleviated by McGuire et al. [MMNL17], which caches a vari-
ance shadow map. The visibility problem can also be solved us-
ing Imperfect Shadow Maps (ISM) [RGK∗08]. In our paper, we
do not consider the visibility, since our method targets at the low-
performance devices.

More recently, Majercik et al. [MGNM19] combined light
probes with ray tracing to support fully dynamic diffuse global il-
lumination (DDGI). Compared with DDGI, our method targets the
same problem, dynamic diffuse GI, but with different solutions. We
use screen space buffers to gather lighting information, rather than
raytracing. This leads to much higher performance than DDGI, al-
though our method inherits the drawbacks of other screen-space
methods, namely view dependent behavior.
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2.2. Other GI approaches

We briefly review the real-time GI approaches. A wider review of
other GI approaches could be found in Müller et al. [MRNK21] and
Ritschel et al. [RDGK12].

Besides light probes, there are several groups of real-time dif-
fuse GI approaches, including virtual point lights (VPL) [Kel97]
and point-based approaches [Chr08, HREB11], Light propaga-
tion volumes (LPV) [KD10], Precomputed radiance transfer
(PRT) [SKS02, NRH03].

VPLs [Kel97] can also be used to compute indirect illumina-
tion, by treating the interactions at the surface as virtual point
lights. The visibility of these VPLs can be computed by re-
flective shadowing maps (RSM) [DS05] or imperfect shadowing
maps [RGK∗08,REH∗11]. VPL approaches support fully dynamic
scenes, however, they have sever issues, including the singularity
issue and the lack of temporal coherence.

Point based approaches [Chr08] was first proposed for offline
rendering, by caching surfels with direct lighting. These surfels are
treated as a coarse geometry representation, which makes the vis-
ibility computation efficient. Later, it is accerated to reach interac-
tive frame rate [REG∗09] or real-time frame rate [HREB11]. Point
based GI do not support dynamic lighting and geometry, which
constrains its application.

Light propagation volumes [KD10] use RSM to sample di-
rectly lit surfaces and propagate the radiance in the volume for indi-
rect illumination. This approach support fully-dynamic scenes. Our
method is similar to theirs. Our method uses the screen space buffer
to inject the light probes and propagate the contribution with more
iterations, while they use the RSM to inject the radiance volume,
and propagate the contribution with diffusion.

Precomputed radiance transfer (PRT) approaches pre-
compute visibility, bidirectional reflectance distribution func-
tion (BRDF) and the lighting with some basis functions, like
SH [SKS02,KSS02] or wavelets [NRH03] and compute their prod-
uct at run time. These methods support dynamic lighting and high-
frequency materials, at the cost of fixed geometries.

Recently, thanks to advanced sampling strategies [OLK∗21], like
resampling importance sampling (RIS), the Monte Carlo based path
tracing with low sample rate can also provide less-noise results. By
combining RIS with DDGI [MMK∗21], the light leaking and ar-
tifact issues can be alleviated. These methods are able to provide
high-quality results and are full-dynamic scenes, but their compu-
tation is too heavy for real-time applications for now.

(Ir)radiance caching [WRC88, KGPB05] have been proposed
to improve GI performance, by caching the irradiance/radiance dis-
tributions at some shading points and reuse them for rendering.
Recently, radiance caching is combined with deep learning ap-
proaches by Müller et al. [MRNK21] and enables real-time ren-
dering.

Screen space based approaches [NRS14, MMNL16] usually
use a deep frame buffer to reconstruct a coarse representation of the
geometry around a pixel. In our approach, we use use the screen-
space framebuffer as the indirect lighting source to inject the light

probes. Compared to other sources (RSM or world space represen-
tation), the screen space frame buffer is simple and cheap, although
inherits the drawbacks of all screen-space approaches. Thus, our
method assumes adequate direct illumination in the screens.

3. Background

In this section, we first briefly review the theory of spherical har-
monics and then recap the general idea of light probes.

3.1. Spherical Harmonics

The Spherical Harmonics (SH) basis is well suited to representing
low-frequency functions, such as the distribution of irradiance in-
cident to a point in space. We give a brief review of SH here and
direct the reader to [Gre03] for further details.

The basis functions are defined in spherical coordinates and
given by

ym
l =


√

2Km
l cos(mϕ)Pm

l (cosθ) m > 0,√
2Km

l sin(−mϕ)P−m
l (cosθ) m < 0,

K0
l P0

l (cosθ) m = 0.

(1)

Where l is the band, which is a positive integer starting from 0, and
m takes signed integer values from −l to l. Each band corresponds
to a different frequency. P is the associated Legendre polynomial
and K is a scaling factor to normalize the functions:

Km
l =

√
(2l +1)

4π

(l −|m|)!
(l + |m|)! . (2)

Projecting a spherical function f onto this basis yields a set of co-
efficients

cm
l =

∫
s

f (s)ym
l (s)ds. (3)

The approximated function f̂ of the original function is then recon-
structed by

f̂ (s) =
n−1

∑
l=0

l

∑
m=−l

cm
l ym

l (s). (4)

In the following sections, we omit the band indices and use the
shorthand for clarity

f̂ (s) = cy(s). (5)

3.2. Light Probe Method

Greger et al. [GSHG98] first proposed light probes to simulate in-
direct diffuse illumination for real-time applications.

Their method has two steps: an offline precomputation step, and
a run-time rendering step. In the precomputation step, a large num-
ber of light probes are placed in the scene. Each light probe then
evaluates the irradiance distribution function at its given position,
and then stores the result using SH coefficients (see Equation 3).
Since the irradiance distribution function of a diffuse surface has
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(a) static projection (b) dynamic projection (our model)

Figure 2: In the static projection model, the samples from the functions are projected into the basis functions, resulting in the coefficients to
represent the input functions. In our model (dynamic projection model), we only project subset of the samples at one time and then process
this partial projection multiple times. We accumulate the coefficients during the entire process.

low frequency, only three bands of SH coefficients [RH01] are re-
quired for a reasonable result. During rendering, the SH coefficients
of light probes around the shading point are interpolated to recon-
struct the irradiance distribution function at that point. The surface
normal is then used to compute the final indirect illumination at that
point (see Equation 5).

Despite being used widely in many real-time applications, the
irradiance volumes method has limited flexibility. Since the light-
ing is precomputed in an (often slow) offline step, geometry and
lighting cannot be changed at run-time. Furthermore, during the
precomputation step, only the first bounce of indirect illumination
is precomputed, additional bounces are ignored. Another limitation
of this technique is that probes must be placed at regular intervals
along a dense axis-aligned grid.

In this paper, we enhance the original light probe method by re-
moving the precomputation step, to support scene changes at run-
time. We also seamlessly incorporate multiple-bounce lighting.

4. Dynamic Spherical Harmonics Projection Model

In the classical SH projection, the SH coefficients c are evaluated
by projecting the function onto the SH basis functions (Equation
3). During the projection, a large number of samples are taken in
the spherical coordinates of function, with the function remaining
constant during the projection process. We refer to this approach as
the static projection model.

We propose a novel progressive spherical harmonics projection
model, or dynamic projection model, to replace the static projection
model. In the dynamic projection model, f is projected progres-
sively and is allowed to change over time, as shown in Figure 2.
The cost of the projection can then be amortized over many itera-
tions.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the key point of our method is to calcu-
late the error from the reconstructed function cty(s) and the updat-
ing function f (s), and to use the projection of this error to update
the probe coefficients:

ct+1 = ct −
∫

s
(cty(s)− f (s))y(s)ds, (6)

where the indices of the coefficient t + 1 and t indicate different
frames / time.

When we evaluate this integral with M samples, Equation 6 be-
comes:

ct+1 = ct −
s=M

∑
s=0

ws(cty(s)− f (s))y(s),

= ct −
s=M

∑
s=0

wsct −ws f (s)y(s),

= (1−
s=M

∑
s=0

ws)ct +
s=M

∑
s=0

ws f (s)y(s),

(7)

where w is the differential solid angle of the sample. One special
case is considering one sample at a time

ct+1 = ct −w(cty− f )y, (8)

The projection can be moved into the brackets, canceling out the
reconstruction and leading to the following form after collecting
terms:

ct+1 = (1−w)ct +w f y. (9)

In this form, it is apparent that we are applying a recursive expo-
nential filter and ct will provide an unbiased estimate of the SH
coefficients. The filter weight trades off convergence rate and vari-
ance. We multiply w with a user-facing hysteresis parameter to give
control over this trade off.

The choice of the sample count is determined by the time bud-
get. A large sample count results in quick convergence (less frames)
with low frame rate, while a small sample count leads to slow con-
vergence (more frames) with high frame rate.

In Figure 4, we compare our progressive probe update against
the classic projection of a spherical function for validation.

5. Dynamic Light Probes

Based on the dynamic projection model of SH, we propose a dy-
namic light probe method. In our method, the SH coefficients which
represent the irradiance distribution function at each probe loca-
tion are computed at run-time progressively, which avoids expen-
sive precomputation and allows multi-bounce lighting. Then, our
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Stratified random samples
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Figure 3: Overview of our method. a) We take stratified random samples of pixels from the frame after the lighting pass. b) For each sample
we compute the incident radiance to every light probe. c) We compare the predicted incident radiance with that predicted by the probe, and
update the probe coefficients with the projection of the prediction error.

(a) input (b) dynamic proj. (c) static proj.
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Figure 4: Comparison of a full static projection (c) of a spherical
function onto the 2nd order spherical harmonics basis, versus our
progressive projection (b), demonstrating that our model converges
to the ground truth. The difference image (d) shows the difference
between the statics projection approach and our dynamic model.
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Figure 5: The error between the dynamic SH projection model and
the static SH projection model converges over varying iteration
count.

method is applied for direct lighting of area lights and environment
map, via injecting them into the light probes.

5.1. Screen Space Irradiance Accumulating

In this section, we show light probes updating with the screen space
frame buffers, as shown in Figure 3.

At each frame, we take a set of radiance samples from the frame
buffer after the opaque surface lighting pass, which include the ra-
diance, position, and normal. A frame buffer is subdivided into reg-

ular tiles, and one sample is taken from each tile using stratified
random sampling. In practice, we use 20× 20 samples per frame.
The sample count can be adjusted based on performance budget.

Then we update all the probes with these samples. For each
probe, we first reconstruct the radiance in the view direction (from
the probe to the pixel) with its current SH coefficients ct using
Equation 5, and then compute the difference between the recon-
structed radiance and the actual radiance of the pixel f . We then up-
date the probe coefficients by projecting the error to the basis func-
tions. To maximize efficiency and parallelism, we sum up the sam-
ple projections and projection weights of all screen samples in the
opaque surface lighting pass, and then use these two summed quan-
tities to obtain updated probe coefficients, which matches Equa-
tion 7 exactly.

The differential solid angles w in Equation 7 are the weights of a
sample. To compute w, we first approximate the area of the surface
represented by a pixel A by its solid angle Ω, view depth z and its
angle w.r.t. the view direction v:

A =
Ωz2

n · v̄ (10)

This can overestimate the area for shallow view angles relative
to the surface, so we clamp n · v̄ to be no less than 0.01. We then
compute the differential solid angle by multiplying by a cosine fac-
tor to account for orientation relative to probe and dividing by the
squared distance:

w = A
n · d̂
d ·d , (11)

where d is the vector from the pixel sample to the probe position.

Here we discuss several properties of our method.

Natural multiple-bounce computation. The updated light
probes will be used to reconstruct the radiance for the next frame.
As more frames accumulate, the indirect illumination of the multi-
ple bounces are obtained naturally.

Fully-dynamic scenes. Note that our method supports fully-
dynamic scenes, including changing light sources or geometries.
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When the light / geometry change, our method does not need any
special treating, since the convergence is fast.

Convergence. Our method does not check converge to stop the
light probe updating, since it has low cost and the detecting of the
convergence itself is costly and has low robust.

5.2. Application for Area Lights and Environment map

Our method can be directly extended to handle lighting from area
light or environment map. These light sources are efficiently sam-
pled and integrated in the light probe updating loop. After updating
cy, each probe takes a number of jittered samples from the nearby
light sources. A spatial data structure is employed to ensure probes
only sample light sources that are close enough to have an impact
on them. The integration of these samples must be considered care-
fully, because the light sources may be overlapping texels of the
framebuffer, and therefore acting like one-way surfaces since they
don’t prevent the pixels they cover from being sampled, but on the
other hand they may be outside the view frustum.

In practice, we could find a reasonable “magic number” to con-
trol the fight between light sources and the scene samples, and the
“double sampling” when light sources covered screen pixels didn’t
matter in practice.

6. Implementation

6.1. Rendering pipeline

In our implementation, our method includes two passes: an opaque
surface lighting pass and the light probe updating pass:

• Opaque surface lighting pass: compute direct illumination of
point or directional light sources directly and then compute in-
direct illumination with light probes, by interpolating the contri-
bution of the nearby light probes, which is the same as Sec. 3.2.
The initial light probe does not have any energy.

• Light probe updating pass: We run a compute shader over
the probe volume. We obtain 20× 20 dynamic irradiance sam-
ples using stratified sampling of the frame buffer. The tiles are
processed sequentially, with one representative pixel from a tile
from each iteration. We splat the samples to light probes as men-
tioned in Sec. 5.1.

6.2. Probe placement

We have cascaded grids that are placed around the camera at quan-
tized locations, which is similar to Halen et al. [HBHB21], except
we don’t do any copying after shifting the grids. During our pro-
gressive updating, we jitter the probe position randomly within its
grid cell, similar to Lumen [Wri21]. This integrates the lighting
over the volume of the cell and eliminates aliasing across light
probes. In the following, d is the vector from the pixel sample to
the jittered probe position.

6.3. Data structure

We store irradiance per-probe using three bands of SH coefficients,
totaling 27 coefficients. The probes are organized in a dense axis-
aligned grid and stored in a set of seven FP16 precision 3D textures.

We refer to one grid of probes as a cascade and support multiple
nested cascades.

7. Results

We implemented our algorithm inside the High Definition Ren-
der Pipeline of the Unity game engine and we will release our
source code. All timings in this section are measured on a NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU. All the materials in our test scenes are
diffuse.

7.1. Progressive SH Splatting Validation

In Figure 4, we compare our progressive SH splatting model with
the classical SH splatting model on a blurry environment map. We
map the input environment map to a spherical distribution with
spherical coordinates, represent it with the two models, and then
reconstruct the images (Figure 4 (b) and (c)) with these two rep-
resentations. For both methods, we sample the input distribution
regularly. We update the SH coefficients using Equation 9 for our
model and using Equation 3 for the classical model. We found that
our method produces almost identical results as the classical model.
Figure 5 shows a curve for the error between our model and the
static projection model w.r.t the iteration count. As the iteration
count increases, the error decreases and tends to converge.

7.2. Quality Validation

In Figure 6, we show more results with our method and direct il-
lumination only. In Figure 9, we show the results of our method
for area lights. Overall, our method is able to provide reasonable
GI results with high performance. We provide the probe updating
cost, which is affordable for low-performance devices. The probe
updating time varies, depending on the light probes counts.

In Figure 7, we compare our method with DDGI, with the same
light probe count (16× 8× 16). We also provide the cost for our
method and DDGI. More specifically, the cost for our method is
for light probe updating (0.07 ms), and the cost of DDGI is for
light probe ray shooting (0.79 ms) and light probe updating (0.19).
Compared to DDGI, as expected, our method is less accurate, while
our method is 14× faster.

7.3. Discussion and Limitations

By introducing the visibility between the samples and the light
probes will improve the quality of our rendered results, while in-
creasing the computational cost. In Figure 8, we compare our
method (with occlusion), our method (without occlusion) with path
tracing. Our method (with occlusion) produces closer result to the
reference, compared to our method, with much more expensive
cost. Thus, we suggest the users to use our method (without occlu-
sion) for low-performance device, and the version with occlusion
for next-gen device.

In our method, the light probes are updated using screen samples,
thus, any off-screen geometry will not contribute to the final result.
The lighting will tend to converge to lighting from the surfaces on
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(c) Direct illumination(b) Ours(a) Our method (with light probes) Ours (zoom) Direct (zoom)

0.1 ms

0.07 ms

0.33 ms

0.33 ms

0.34 ms

Figure 6: Comparison between our method and direct illumination on set of scenes. The extra time cost for our method compared to the
direct illumination only is shown. Depending on the light probe count, the cost differs.

DDGI, + 0.98 ms Ours, + 0.07ms

Figure 7: Comparison between our method and DDGI on the
Sponza Scene. Our method costs 0.07 ms to update the light probes,
while DDGI costs about 1 ms to shoot rays and update light probes.

screen, and off screen emitters will fade. If a brightly emitting ob-
ject becomes occluded or goes off-screen, its contribution will fade
out. Specific applications may be able to apply filtering heuristics
to preserve lighting information. Other solutions may be to use Re-
flective Shadow Maps (RSMs) or bake out reflection depth images.
We leave these as interesting future work directions.

8. Conclusion

We have presented a novel progressive spherical harmonics pro-
jection model, which enables functions being splatted to SH basis
progressively. Based on this model, we introduced a dynamic light
probe approach for multiple bounce indirect illumination, and light-
ing for area light and environment map. Our method avoids pre-
computation, computes multiple bounces of indirect illumination,
and exhibits similar performance to previous light probe methods.
Our method is much faster than the state of the art methods, and
is suitable for low-performance device. We believe our algorithm
will be a useful tool for real-time global illumination computation
in game or movie development industry.
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